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Resources for giving good talks  2

Uri Alon (Weizmann) 
 

How to give a good talk?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFAhBw0OXs
U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

Susan McConnell (Stanford) 
 

Designing effective scientific presentations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hp7Id3Yb9XQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFAhBw0OXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hp7Id3Yb9XQ
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How To Give a Good Talk

Uri Alon1,*
1Department Molecular Cell Biology, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot 76100, Israel
*Correspondence: urialon@weizmann.ac.il
DOI 10.1016/j.molcel.2009.10.007

We depend on talks to communicate our work, and we spend much of our time as audience members in talks.
However, few scientists are taught the well-established principles of giving good talks. Here, I describe how
to prepare, present, and answer questions in a scientific talk. We will see how a talk prepared with a single
premise and delivered with good eye contact is clear and enjoyable.

Anyone can give a good talk. Everyone
can improve their talks. I am writing this
essay with a vision in mind of a science
that teaches researchers about good
lecturing skills (and many other subjects
related to the human aspects of being a
scientist). All scientists should be trained
in the basics of giving talks, to the great
benefit of both their research programs
and the people in their audience. This
essay is based on knowledge from theater
(from Aristotle to modern improvisation
theater) and principles from public speak-
ing theory. The aim of these principles is
not marketing—putting an external gloss
on a product. The goal is letting your inner
glow and insights shine out.

The three principles of a good talk are
as follows (Figure 1):

Preparation: Title each slide with a full
sentence: the premise of the slide.

Presentation: Make eye contact with the
audience, rather than with your own slides.

Questions: Listen to the question,
repeat to see if you got it, and answer its
content but not its tone.

Preparation
Preparing a good talk is an exercise in
finding the main idea that you want to
get across—the premise. This must be
done before you start making the slides.
Describe the premise of the entire talk to
yourself in only a single sentence with
a subject, object, and verb.

For example, a premise can be this: Cells
change their shape by regulating their cyto-
skeleton. The following is not a premise:
Cell shape and the cytoskeleton. Why? It
is not a full sentence. The premise is your
compass for what to include. The talk
should contain only material that is relevant
to the premise. Leave out cool, interesting
stuff if unrelated to premise.

Now that you have the premise of the
entire talk, make it into a continuous story
made of slides. Each slide should have its
own premise. Now, here comes the main
point:
Title Each Slide with Its Own
Premise
In each slide, the title should therefore
be a full sentence that describes the
main idea of that slide, with a subject,
object, and verb (Figure 2). The title of
the slide will help the audience grasp
the idea at a glance. Avoid questions
like, ‘‘What happens to the number of
cells?’’ or fragments like, ‘‘An assay of
cell number.’’ Instead, use a full sentence
like, ‘‘The number of cells increases with
time,’’ which conveys the idea you want
to get across.

It is not easy to find the premise of your
talk and the premise of each slide. This
effort should be considered an integral
part of your research; it can focus you
on what is important and essential—and

help you to see if steps in your argument
are missing.

The premise will also help you keep
your slides simple. Each slide should
contain only what is essential for the
premise. If a slide has two premises—
two important ideas—break it down into
two slides. Experimental data should
usually be used lightly; otherwise, the
premise of the talk becomes, ‘‘I will
impress you with the fact that I did a lot
of work.’’

As you prepare, learn the first two to three
sentences by heart. Chew the text of the
lecture: practice it until you know it in your
mouth. Finish ahead of time—and never
go overtime! Ideally, plan to use two-thirds
of the time that you’ve been given for the
talk. For a 60 min talk, plan 40 min, or about
20–30 slides. Focus on a nice introduction.
Rememberhowmuchtheaudiencedoesn’t
know—and how pleasant it is to hear about
known and clear issues. Preparing a clear
talk, with clear slide premises, is an act

Figure 1. You Can Make a Good Talk with Three Principles: Premise Titles, Eye Contact, and
Listening and Repeating Questions
Address the questions in the next version of your talk, creating an upward cycle of improvement.

Molecular Cell 36, October 23, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 165

Outline

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

Preparation 
Choose premise for entire talk  

Title each slide with its own premise

Presentation 
 

Make eye contact with audience

Questions  
Listen and repeat the question 
Answer its content, not its tone
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Talk about something that 
you are passionate about

Choose the premise for your talk
(single sentence!)

Victor Weisskopf (MIT): “It is better to 
uncover a little, than to cover a lot.”



Talk is a story  5

Talk should present a motivation, central problem 
to be resolved, the resolution and future questions.

The most important part is to clearly 
present the question or problem.

Remove everything that is not 
important for the story.

Do not show too much data. Show only as much 
data as is needed to understand the story.

Good talk flows like a story.

Tailor the talk to your audience 
(experts, broad audience, …)

Do not go over time!



Talk organization  6

• Title

• “Hook” 

• Introduction - What is the background & significance?

• Present the central question / problem

• Outline / Roadmap

• Results - What was done, what was found?

• Discussion - What are the implications?

• Summary

• Acknowledgements



Style of slides  7

• Put one topic on each slide

• Title should explain the premise of a given slide

• “Less is more”

• Make the essential points, leave out the rest

• Remove everything that you are not going to discuss

• Stick with one style for slides

• Include slide numbers
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Do not make slides too crowded  8

We move the graphene along the surface or peel it up entirely by
pushing a sharp probe tip into the gold pads or against the graphene
itself (Fig. 1b–d and Supplementary Video 1). The graphene’s elastic
behaviour is reminiscent of that of thin paper: it folds and crumples out
of plane, but does not notably stretch in plane (Fig. 1b). The process is
almost entirely reversible in the presence of surfactants, even after
considerable crumpling of the graphene.
Themechanical properties relevant for kirigami are captured by the

Föppl–von Kármán number7,8 for a square sheet of side length L and
thickness t: c5Y2DL

2/k< (L/t)2, that is, the ratio between the two-
dimensional Young’s modulus Y2D and the out-of-plane bending stiff-
ness k, multiplied by the length squared. To determine c, we measure
k by using the photon pressure from an infrared laser to apply a known
force to a pad attached to a graphene cantilever and measuring the
resulting displacement (Fig. 2a).We alsomeasure thermal fluctuations
of cantilevers to determine their spring constants (Fig. 2b and
Extended Data Fig. 4), which, according to the equipartition theorem,
are k~kBT=hx2thi, where T is temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant,
and hx2thi is the time-averaged square of the cantilever thermal fluc-
tuation amplitude. Although the presence of water (the aqueous solu-
tion in which the device is immersed) slows down the fluctuations, it
does not change the spring constant15,16. Cantilevers with lengths of
8–80 mm and widths of 2–15mm have spring constants of 1025–
1028 Nm21. These are astonishingly soft springs, as many as eight
orders of magnitude softer than a typical atomic force microscope
cantilever. The bending stiffness k is inferred from the measured
spring constant using k5 3kW/L3, where W and L are the width

and length of the cantilevers, respectively. The values obtained from
these thermalmeasurements and the lasermeasurements are shown in
Fig. 2c, and are seen to be orders ofmagnitude higher thank05 1.2 eV,
which is the value that is predicted from the microscopic bending
stiffness of graphene (known from simulations17 and measurements
of the phonon modes in graphite18).
Both thermal fluctuations and static ripples are predicted to notably

stiffen ultrathin crystalline membranes9–13,19,20 by effectively thick-
ening themembrane, similar to how a crumpled sheet of paper ismore
rigid than a flat one. For static ripples, the effective bending stiffness is
predicted to be9 kef f=k0<

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Y2Dhz2ef f i=k0

p
, where hz2ef f i is the space-

averaged square of the effective amplitude of the static ripples and
Y2D5 340Nm21 is the two-dimensional Young’s modulus3. For an
initially flat membrane with thermal fluctuations, the stiffness is pre-
dicted to be keff <k0(W/lc)

g , where lc~
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
32p3k20= 3Y2DkBTð Þ

p
is the

Ginzburg length19, and g is a scaling exponent.
We look for static ripples in graphene cantilevers using interference

microscopy21 (inset of Fig. 2c). The black bands in such images are
regions of constant elevation, with the spacing between black and
white bands corresponding to changes in z of l/4< 100 nm (where
l is the wavelength, corrected for the refractive index of water).With a
typical hz2eff i value from these measurements of about (100nm)2, we
obtain an effective bending stiffness of keff=k0 < 4; 000.
Static ripples are present only after releasing graphene from the

surface (Extended Data Fig. 2), and likely to be sample specific and
influenced by growth, fabrication details, and so on. Developing
growth and fabrication protocols that can change the amplitude of
the static ripples or eliminate them altogether is of great interest.
Other groups have observed ripples in suspended (strained) graphene
membranes5,22, although they occur at a much smaller scale and their
origin remains a subject of debate. Moreover, the thermal theory
outlined above predicts a bending stiffness at room temperature due
to thermal fluctuations of keff=k0 < 1; 000 for an initially flat mem-
brane. These contradictory findings call for future experiments to
firmly establish the relative contribution to bending stiffness of
thermal fluctuations and static ripples23. But irrespective of cause,
the high bending stiffness notably changes the effective c value,
ceff5YeffL

2/keff. With the predicted renormalization9,11 of Yeff, we
find that ceff is of the order of 105–107 for a sheet of graphene
10 mm3 10mm in size, close to that of a standard sheet of paper.
The mechanical similarity between graphene and paper makes it

easy to translate ideas and intuition directly from paper models to
graphene devices. For example, the highly stretchable graphene tran-
sistors in Fig. 3b, c and Supplementary Video 2 are based on a simple
kirigami pattern of alternating, offset cuts and are created using photo-
lithography.Here, the elasticity of the kirigami spring is determined by
the pattern of cuts and the bending stiffness (rather than the Young’s
modulus) of the graphene. As the reconstruction of the three-dimen-
sional shape of a stretched and lifted device in Fig. 3e shows, the
graphene strips pop up and bend out of plane as the spring is stretched.
We measure the electrical response of these stretchable transistors

by gating them with an approximately 10mM KCl solution24

(see Methods for details). Figure 3d plots the liquid-gate dependence
of the conductance at a source–drain bias of 100mV for a device in its
initial unstretched state (blue) and when stretched by 240% (orange).
The normalized change in conductancewith gate voltage per graphene
square is 0.7mSV21 and the resistance per graphene square at the
Dirac point is 12 kV, comparable to what has been reported for elec-
trolyte-gated graphene transistors24. Because the graphene lattice itself
is not much strained when the kirigami spring is extended, we do not
expect or observe a notable change in the conductance curves between
the unstretched and stretched states, which is highly desirable for
stretchable electronics25. Furthermore, stretching and unstretching a
similar device more than 1,000 times did not substantially change its
electrical properties.
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Figure 2 | Measuring the bending stiffness of monolayer graphene.
a, Applying controlled forces to a gold pad using an infrared laser. The grey
triangle represents the probe tip that holds the device up off the surface; the red
triangle represents the focused laser beam. The cantilever displacement gives
the spring constant. b, Tracking the motion of a rotated device under thermal
fluctuations provides an independent measurement of the spring constant
(Extended Data Fig. 3). c, Stacked histogram of bending stiffness, and
interference micrographs of devices whose aluminium release layer has been
etched away, showing the structure of static ripples (inset). The spring constant
relates to the bending stiffness as k5 3kW/L3. The red arrow points to the
microscopic bending stiffness, k05 1.2 eV. Scale bars are 10mm. Interference
images were averaged over 180 frames at 90 frames per second.
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On crowded slides you are 
going to lose the focus  

of your audience. 
 

 
They have no idea if they should 

be listening to you, or reading the 
text, or if they should be focusing 

on one of the figures.  
 

 
Even if you tell them to focus on 
the specific figure, their mind will 
wander around and look at other 

figures and text.

298 V. L. Welch and J.-P. Vigneron

Fig. 2 (a) The comb-jellyfish (ctenophore) Beroë cucumis—the bright colouration from its comb-rows results
from photonic crystals within the combs. Image by Kevin Raskoff, reproduced with permission; (b) Trans-
mission electron micrograph of one of the colour-producing photonic crystals; (c) The reflectance spectrum
calculated from the photonic crystals in the comb-rows of this species (images first published in Welch et al.
2005)

Fig. 3 2-Dimensional photonic
crystal with rectangular packing
from the comb-jellyfish
Hormiphora cucumis

Approximately 100 species of extant comb-jellyfish have been described, all of which
posses comb-rows. It seems, therefore, likely that numerous other currently undescribed 2-D
biological photonic crystals exist within this group.

3.3 Domains

Most butterfly photonic crystals are divided into domains or crystallites. The crystal’s
geometry does not usually vary between domains, although there are examples of this, but
the orientation does. In some cases (Fig. 4), the domains are joined to one another with small
areas of slightly distorted lattice in the linking regions, whilst in other cases, the domains are
separate (Parker et al. 2003). The significance of domains is twofold; firstly, if it transpires
that all photonic crystals have smaller crystallites, this may lead us to inferences about their
bio-assembly (photonic crystal assembly is discussed at length elsewhere (Ghiradella 1989,
1998)); secondly, the domains have differing orientations within the scales and are too small
to be resolved individually by the naked eye, meaning that an observer sees light of a range
of wavelengths from any vantage point—thus, the perceived colour of the animal is the result
of spatial averaging, or “pointillism”. On a practical level, this results in biological photonic
crystals having broad reflectance spectra from any given angle c.f. other biological colour-
producing structures, such as multilayer reflectors. Pointillism has been described in multi-
layer reflectors (e.g. Knisley and Schultz 1997), however, it is comparatively rare in them
and is far more common in 3-D photonic crystals. Until recently, it appeared that all three
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Style of slides  9

People perceive information differently: 
listening, reading, visual, experience (demos)

Each slide should contain 
a simple graph, image or video

It takes effort to make good slides.
Slides should help the audience!

Limit text blocks to two lines

Use analogies to help convey the message

Use intuitive symbols and be consistent

Define terminology and avoid unnecessary jargon



Example: 
Thermal fluctuations of microscopic shells

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwhNLaRCD-4

Flickering of
red blood cells

⇡ 10µm

How thermal fluctuations affect mechanical properties? 

Thermal fluctuations arise from 
collisions with surrounding molecules
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwhNLaRCD-4
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Thermal fluctuations increase effective 
bending rigidity, which is size dependent  
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D. Nelson and L. Peliti, J. de Physique 48, 1085 (1987)
J. A. Aronovitz and T. C. Lubensky, PRL 60, 2634 (1988)

E. Guitter, F. David, S. Leibler and L. Peliti, J. de Physique 50, 1787 (1989)
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temperature

0
<latexit sha1_base64="Ljj5TSasvqWSLFZMHNqq+lw7slE=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEYwTwgWULvZDYZMjs7zswKIeQnvHhQxKu/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7IiW4sb7/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR06SZpqxBU5HqdoSGCS5Zw3IrWFtphkkkWCsa3c781hPThqfywY4VCxMcSB5zitZJ7e4IlcKe3ytX/Ko/B1klQU4qkKPeK391+ynNEiYtFWhMJ/CVDSeoLaeCTUvdzDCFdIQD1nFUYsJMOJnfOyVnTumTONWupCVz9ffEBBNjxknkOhO0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwqXKLJN0sSjOBLEpmT1P+lwzasXYEaSau1sJHaJGal1EJRdCsPzyKmleVAO/GtxfVmo3eRxFOIFTOIcArqAGd1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/exaC14+cwx/IH3+QO80o++</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ljj5TSasvqWSLFZMHNqq+lw7slE=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEYwTwgWULvZDYZMjs7zswKIeQnvHhQxKu/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7IiW4sb7/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR06SZpqxBU5HqdoSGCS5Zw3IrWFtphkkkWCsa3c781hPThqfywY4VCxMcSB5zitZJ7e4IlcKe3ytX/Ko/B1klQU4qkKPeK391+ynNEiYtFWhMJ/CVDSeoLaeCTUvdzDCFdIQD1nFUYsJMOJnfOyVnTumTONWupCVz9ffEBBNjxknkOhO0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwqXKLJN0sSjOBLEpmT1P+lwzasXYEaSau1sJHaJGal1EJRdCsPzyKmleVAO/GtxfVmo3eRxFOIFTOIcArqAGd1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/exaC14+cwx/IH3+QO80o++</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ljj5TSasvqWSLFZMHNqq+lw7slE=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEYwTwgWULvZDYZMjs7zswKIeQnvHhQxKu/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7IiW4sb7/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR06SZpqxBU5HqdoSGCS5Zw3IrWFtphkkkWCsa3c781hPThqfywY4VCxMcSB5zitZJ7e4IlcKe3ytX/Ko/B1klQU4qkKPeK391+ynNEiYtFWhMJ/CVDSeoLaeCTUvdzDCFdIQD1nFUYsJMOJnfOyVnTumTONWupCVz9ffEBBNjxknkOhO0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwqXKLJN0sSjOBLEpmT1P+lwzasXYEaSau1sJHaJGal1EJRdCsPzyKmleVAO/GtxfVmo3eRxFOIFTOIcArqAGd1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/exaC14+cwx/IH3+QO80o++</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ljj5TSasvqWSLFZMHNqq+lw7slE=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKoCcJePEYwTwgWULvZDYZMjs7zswKIeQnvHhQxKu/482/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7IiW4sb7/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR06SZpqxBU5HqdoSGCS5Zw3IrWFtphkkkWCsa3c781hPThqfywY4VCxMcSB5zitZJ7e4IlcKe3ytX/Ko/B1klQU4qkKPeK391+ynNEiYtFWhMJ/CVDSeoLaeCTUvdzDCFdIQD1nFUYsJMOJnfOyVnTumTONWupCVz9ffEBBNjxknkOhO0Q7PszcT/vE5m4+twwqXKLJN0sSjOBLEpmT1P+lwzasXYEaSau1sJHaJGal1EJRdCsPzyKmleVAO/GtxfVmo3eRxFOIFTOIcArqAGd1CHBlAQ8Ayv8OY9ei/eu/exaC14+cwx/IH3+QO80o++</latexit>

Y0
<latexit sha1_base64="veRUCfEHVr0soyv+HCLkHHRpSt8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpePFY0X5IG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZK9499t1+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve/uslK/zuMowgmcwjl4UIM63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wfZr418</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="veRUCfEHVr0soyv+HCLkHHRpSt8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpePFY0X5IG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZK9499t1+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve/uslK/zuMowgmcwjl4UIM63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wfZr418</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="veRUCfEHVr0soyv+HCLkHHRpSt8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpePFY0X5IG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZK9499t1+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve/uslK/zuMowgmcwjl4UIM63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wfZr418</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="veRUCfEHVr0soyv+HCLkHHRpSt8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpePFY0X5IG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2Z++wmV5rF8MJME/YgOJQ85o8ZK9499t1+uuFV3DrJKvJxUIEejX/7qDWKWRigNE1Trrucmxs+oMpwJnJZ6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrDIgYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUjPSyNxP/87qpCa/8jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvubDLhCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqKKMmPTKdkQvOWXV0nrouq5Ve/uslK/zuMowgmcwjl4UIM63EIDmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wfZr418</latexit>

T
<latexit sha1_base64="sxrvS7tNHm3VDrRnLte2v1wX8/g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHhsoV/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+7nfeUKleSybZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip0RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFchRH5S/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhxYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBrnWM1A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sxrvS7tNHm3VDrRnLte2v1wX8/g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHhsoV/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+7nfeUKleSybZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip0RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFchRH5S/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhxYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBrnWM1A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sxrvS7tNHm3VDrRnLte2v1wX8/g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHhsoV/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+7nfeUKleSybZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip0RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFchRH5S/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhxYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBrnWM1A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sxrvS7tNHm3VDrRnLte2v1wX8/g=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUvHhsoV/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RQ2Nre2d4q7pb39g8Oj8vFJW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+7nfeUKleSybZpqgH9GR5CFn1Fip0RyUK27VXYCsEy8nFchRH5S/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAmelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tDp2RC6sMSRgrW9KQhfp7IqOR1tMosJ0RNWO96s3F/7xeasJbP+MySQ1KtlwUpoKYmMy/JkOukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYbEo2BG/15XXSvqp6btVrXFdqd3kcRTiDc7gED26gBg9QhxYwQHiGV3hzHp0X5935WLYWnHzmFP7A+fwBrnWM1A==</latexit>

kB
<latexit sha1_base64="FaVqvYZ0iRNJDuctRWE86cnPW28=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWehj3b/rlilt15yCrxMtJBXI0+uWv3iBmacQVMkmN6Xpugn5GNQom+bTUSw1PKBvTIe9aqmjEjZ/NT52SM6sMSBhrWwrJXP09kdHImEkU2M6I4sgsezPxP6+bYnjlZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexvMhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytCmU7IheMsvr5LWRdVzq979ZaV+ncdRhBM4hXPwoAZ1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8Qco2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FaVqvYZ0iRNJDuctRWE86cnPW28=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWehj3b/rlilt15yCrxMtJBXI0+uWv3iBmacQVMkmN6Xpugn5GNQom+bTUSw1PKBvTIe9aqmjEjZ/NT52SM6sMSBhrWwrJXP09kdHImEkU2M6I4sgsezPxP6+bYnjlZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexvMhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytCmU7IheMsvr5LWRdVzq979ZaV+ncdRhBM4hXPwoAZ1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8Qco2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FaVqvYZ0iRNJDuctRWE86cnPW28=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWehj3b/rlilt15yCrxMtJBXI0+uWv3iBmacQVMkmN6Xpugn5GNQom+bTUSw1PKBvTIe9aqmjEjZ/NT52SM6sMSBhrWwrJXP09kdHImEkU2M6I4sgsezPxP6+bYnjlZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexvMhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytCmU7IheMsvr5LWRdVzq979ZaV+ncdRhBM4hXPwoAZ1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8Qco2g</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FaVqvYZ0iRNJDuctRWE86cnPW28=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqCcpevFY0X5AG8pmu2mXbjZhdyKU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYkUBl332ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjlolTzXiTxTLWnYAaLoXiTRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDvz209cGxGrR5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWehj3b/rlilt15yCrxMtJBXI0+uWv3iBmacQVMkmN6Xpugn5GNQom+bTUSw1PKBvTIe9aqmjEjZ/NT52SM6sMSBhrWwrJXP09kdHImEkU2M6I4sgsezPxP6+bYnjlZ0IlKXLFFovCVBKMyexvMhCaM5QTSyjTwt5K2IhqytCmU7IheMsvr5LWRdVzq979ZaV+ncdRhBM4hXPwoAZ1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c6bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w8Qco2g</latexit>

Boltzmann constant

Young’s modulus at T=0
bending rigidity at T=0


e↵
/

0
<latexit sha1_base64="MLtwcWWBlt7oz+RG/TZetsQLUAU=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCp5qIoMeiF48V7Ac0IWy2k3bp5oPdiVhCL178K148KOLV/+DNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZl6QCq7Qtr+N0tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vWPu7rVUkkkGTZaIRHYCqkDwGJrIUUAnlUCjQEA7GF5P/PY9SMWT+A5HKXgR7cc85Iyilnzz0B3SNKW+i/CAMsohDMenhWb7ZtWu2VNYi8QpSJUUaPjml9tLWBZBjExQpbqOnaKXU4mcCRhX3ExBStmQ9qGraUwjUF4+/WJsHWulZ4WJ1BWjNVV/T+Q0UmoUBbozojhQ895E/M/rZhheejmP0wwhZrNFYSYsTKxJJFaPS2AoRppQJrm+1WIDKilDHVxFh+DMv7xIWmc1x645t+fV+lURR5kckCNyQhxyQerkhjRIkzDySJ7JK3kznowX4934mLWWjGJmn/yB8fkD+9aY2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MLtwcWWBlt7oz+RG/TZetsQLUAU=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCp5qIoMeiF48V7Ac0IWy2k3bp5oPdiVhCL178K148KOLV/+DNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZl6QCq7Qtr+N0tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vWPu7rVUkkkGTZaIRHYCqkDwGJrIUUAnlUCjQEA7GF5P/PY9SMWT+A5HKXgR7cc85Iyilnzz0B3SNKW+i/CAMsohDMenhWb7ZtWu2VNYi8QpSJUUaPjml9tLWBZBjExQpbqOnaKXU4mcCRhX3ExBStmQ9qGraUwjUF4+/WJsHWulZ4WJ1BWjNVV/T+Q0UmoUBbozojhQ895E/M/rZhheejmP0wwhZrNFYSYsTKxJJFaPS2AoRppQJrm+1WIDKilDHVxFh+DMv7xIWmc1x645t+fV+lURR5kckCNyQhxyQerkhjRIkzDySJ7JK3kznowX4934mLWWjGJmn/yB8fkD+9aY2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MLtwcWWBlt7oz+RG/TZetsQLUAU=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCp5qIoMeiF48V7Ac0IWy2k3bp5oPdiVhCL178K148KOLV/+DNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZl6QCq7Qtr+N0tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vWPu7rVUkkkGTZaIRHYCqkDwGJrIUUAnlUCjQEA7GF5P/PY9SMWT+A5HKXgR7cc85Iyilnzz0B3SNKW+i/CAMsohDMenhWb7ZtWu2VNYi8QpSJUUaPjml9tLWBZBjExQpbqOnaKXU4mcCRhX3ExBStmQ9qGraUwjUF4+/WJsHWulZ4WJ1BWjNVV/T+Q0UmoUBbozojhQ895E/M/rZhheejmP0wwhZrNFYSYsTKxJJFaPS2AoRppQJrm+1WIDKilDHVxFh+DMv7xIWmc1x645t+fV+lURR5kckCNyQhxyQerkhjRIkzDySJ7JK3kznowX4934mLWWjGJmn/yB8fkD+9aY2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MLtwcWWBlt7oz+RG/TZetsQLUAU=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCp5qIoMeiF48V7Ac0IWy2k3bp5oPdiVhCL178K148KOLV/+DNf+O2zUFbHww83pthZl6QCq7Qtr+N0tLyyupaeb2ysbm1vWPu7rVUkkkGTZaIRHYCqkDwGJrIUUAnlUCjQEA7GF5P/PY9SMWT+A5HKXgR7cc85Iyilnzz0B3SNKW+i/CAMsohDMenhWb7ZtWu2VNYi8QpSJUUaPjml9tLWBZBjExQpbqOnaKXU4mcCRhX3ExBStmQ9qGraUwjUF4+/WJsHWulZ4WJ1BWjNVV/T+Q0UmoUBbozojhQ895E/M/rZhheejmP0wwhZrNFYSYsTKxJJFaPS2AoRppQJrm+1WIDKilDHVxFh+DMv7xIWmc1x645t+fV+lURR5kckCNyQhxyQerkhjRIkzDySJ7JK3kznowX4934mLWWjGJmn/yB8fkD+9aY2w==</latexit>
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p
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Analogy: 
mechanics of crumpled paper

 12

Picture from Melina Blees, U. Chicago

crumpled paper is
harder to bend

Mechanics of thermally fluctuating sheets is 
similar to the mechanics of crumpled paper!



Leave empty space near boundaries
 13

Sometimes projector is misaligned with the screen 
and your text/images near boundaries gets cut

Audience in the back rows may not be able 
to see the bottom part of the screen



Use appropriate font size  14

10 points

15 points 

20 points

25 points
30 points

35 points
40 points

45 points
50 points

5 points

55 points

too small 
fonts

too large  
fonts

appropriate  
size fonts



Appropriate color scheme - high contrast  15

dark colors on light 
background are good

light colors on dark 
background are good

Avoid light colors on 
white background!

yellow cyan green

Avoid red-green combinations  
many people are red-green color blind!

Lots of people cannot read this - even 
if they could it makes your eyes hurt

grey



Make graphs and images easy to read  16

cite the relevant literature

add/label scalebars 

appropriately label axes and legends

298 V. L. Welch and J.-P. Vigneron

Fig. 2 (a) The comb-jellyfish (ctenophore) Beroë cucumis—the bright colouration from its comb-rows results
from photonic crystals within the combs. Image by Kevin Raskoff, reproduced with permission; (b) Trans-
mission electron micrograph of one of the colour-producing photonic crystals; (c) The reflectance spectrum
calculated from the photonic crystals in the comb-rows of this species (images first published in Welch et al.
2005)

Fig. 3 2-Dimensional photonic
crystal with rectangular packing
from the comb-jellyfish
Hormiphora cucumis

Approximately 100 species of extant comb-jellyfish have been described, all of which
posses comb-rows. It seems, therefore, likely that numerous other currently undescribed 2-D
biological photonic crystals exist within this group.

3.3 Domains

Most butterfly photonic crystals are divided into domains or crystallites. The crystal’s
geometry does not usually vary between domains, although there are examples of this, but
the orientation does. In some cases (Fig. 4), the domains are joined to one another with small
areas of slightly distorted lattice in the linking regions, whilst in other cases, the domains are
separate (Parker et al. 2003). The significance of domains is twofold; firstly, if it transpires
that all photonic crystals have smaller crystallites, this may lead us to inferences about their
bio-assembly (photonic crystal assembly is discussed at length elsewhere (Ghiradella 1989,
1998)); secondly, the domains have differing orientations within the scales and are too small
to be resolved individually by the naked eye, meaning that an observer sees light of a range
of wavelengths from any vantage point—thus, the perceived colour of the animal is the result
of spatial averaging, or “pointillism”. On a practical level, this results in biological photonic
crystals having broad reflectance spectra from any given angle c.f. other biological colour-
producing structures, such as multilayer reflectors. Pointillism has been described in multi-
layer reflectors (e.g. Knisley and Schultz 1997), however, it is comparatively rare in them
and is far more common in 3-D photonic crystals. Until recently, it appeared that all three
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Fig. S1. Results for random statistical potential between amino acids. (a–f ) In all calculations reported in the main text, the MJ matrix (11) was used to determine
theinteractionenergybetweenpeptidecontactresiduesoftheTCRandpeptideaminoacids.Here,weexplorewhathappens ifweusesemi-randomsymmetricmatrices
with the same values of mean and variance as the MJ matrix and controlled differences between the largest values in each row (column). As shown in a there is a clear
gradation of interaction energies (color scale in kBT units) in the MJ matrix, from the strong (lower left, red color) to weak (upper right, dark blue color), enabling a
clear ordering of the amino acids. For the MJ matrix, the order of amino acids obtained by using the average interaction energy with other amino acids or that obtained
by using the strongest interaction with other amino acids is quite similar. Therefore, the computational results are unchanged from that shown in Fig. 2B if results using
the MJ matrix are graphed with the amino acids ordered according to their average interaction with other amino acids (b). For random matrices (e.g., c and e), the
average value of an amino acid’s interaction energies with other amino acids and the strongest interaction of this amino acid with all others are not correlated. Our
analytical calculation (Probability That a TCR Will Escape Negative Selection in SI Text) shows that ordering amino acids according to their strongest interaction with
other amino acids is appropriate when there are many types of peptides in the thymus. Therefore, we use this criterion in b (MJ matrix) and d and f (different random
potentials). Results for the random potentials are qualitatively similar to that for the MJ matrix when this criterion is used. We varied the random potential by varying
the difference between the maximum interaction energies characterizing the strongest and weakest amino acids (L and K). If this difference is the same as that for the
MJ matrix (4 kBT), the results look like those shown in b. When we make this difference smaller (e.g., 2 kBT as in c), there is no clear trend of amino acid composition
when TCR develop in a thymus with a small number of types of peptides (d ). Importantly, for many types of peptides in the thymus, the qualitative trends obtained
for the MJ matrix are recovered. This is also true for even smaller differences between the strongest and weakest amino acids (e.g., 0.6 kBT) in e and f. For random
potentials, there are more ‘‘bumps’’ in the distribution, but these disappear if an even larger number of endogenous peptides are displayed in the thymus. For
nonsymmetric interaction matrices, statistical properties of selected TCRs are also similar to that we have reported, and the order of amino acids is determined by the
strongest interactions with other amino acids (data not shown). (g–i) More complex interactions between peptide contact residues of TCRs and peptide amino acids
are used to check the robustness of our results. The qualitative features of the post-thymic selection TCR repertoire are robust to more complex interactions between
peptidecontact residuesoftheTCRandpeptideaminoacids.Weshow:thenumberofhotspots (g), theaminoacidcompositionofselectedTCRs (h),andthedistribution
of contact energies (i) between selected TCRs and antigenic pMHC for the following more complex potential, which includes interactions with ‘‘nearest neighbor’’
amino acids
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J (li, ji) is the interaction energy between the ith amino acids on the variable part of the TCR (li) and the peptide (ji), respectively, and N is the length of the variable
regions. In fact, the statistical properties of the TCR repertoire (g–i) remain unchanged for any bilinear combination
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(EN & Ec ! 75 kBT, EN & Ep ! 5 kBT).

Košmrljet al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/0808081105 3 of 14

make fonts sufficiently large

clearly explain what each graph and image is showing 
(this is the first time the audience is seeing it!)

remove data that you are not going to discuss
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Make sure embedded movies work  17

error: media not found
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We depend on talks to communicate our work, and we spend much of our time as audience members in talks.
However, few scientists are taught the well-established principles of giving good talks. Here, I describe how
to prepare, present, and answer questions in a scientific talk. We will see how a talk prepared with a single
premise and delivered with good eye contact is clear and enjoyable.

Anyone can give a good talk. Everyone
can improve their talks. I am writing this
essay with a vision in mind of a science
that teaches researchers about good
lecturing skills (and many other subjects
related to the human aspects of being a
scientist). All scientists should be trained
in the basics of giving talks, to the great
benefit of both their research programs
and the people in their audience. This
essay is based on knowledge from theater
(from Aristotle to modern improvisation
theater) and principles from public speak-
ing theory. The aim of these principles is
not marketing—putting an external gloss
on a product. The goal is letting your inner
glow and insights shine out.

The three principles of a good talk are
as follows (Figure 1):

Preparation: Title each slide with a full
sentence: the premise of the slide.

Presentation: Make eye contact with the
audience, rather than with your own slides.

Questions: Listen to the question,
repeat to see if you got it, and answer its
content but not its tone.

Preparation
Preparing a good talk is an exercise in
finding the main idea that you want to
get across—the premise. This must be
done before you start making the slides.
Describe the premise of the entire talk to
yourself in only a single sentence with
a subject, object, and verb.

For example, a premise can be this: Cells
change their shape by regulating their cyto-
skeleton. The following is not a premise:
Cell shape and the cytoskeleton. Why? It
is not a full sentence. The premise is your
compass for what to include. The talk
should contain only material that is relevant
to the premise. Leave out cool, interesting
stuff if unrelated to premise.

Now that you have the premise of the
entire talk, make it into a continuous story
made of slides. Each slide should have its
own premise. Now, here comes the main
point:
Title Each Slide with Its Own
Premise
In each slide, the title should therefore
be a full sentence that describes the
main idea of that slide, with a subject,
object, and verb (Figure 2). The title of
the slide will help the audience grasp
the idea at a glance. Avoid questions
like, ‘‘What happens to the number of
cells?’’ or fragments like, ‘‘An assay of
cell number.’’ Instead, use a full sentence
like, ‘‘The number of cells increases with
time,’’ which conveys the idea you want
to get across.

It is not easy to find the premise of your
talk and the premise of each slide. This
effort should be considered an integral
part of your research; it can focus you
on what is important and essential—and

help you to see if steps in your argument
are missing.

The premise will also help you keep
your slides simple. Each slide should
contain only what is essential for the
premise. If a slide has two premises—
two important ideas—break it down into
two slides. Experimental data should
usually be used lightly; otherwise, the
premise of the talk becomes, ‘‘I will
impress you with the fact that I did a lot
of work.’’

As you prepare, learn the first two to three
sentences by heart. Chew the text of the
lecture: practice it until you know it in your
mouth. Finish ahead of time—and never
go overtime! Ideally, plan to use two-thirds
of the time that you’ve been given for the
talk. For a 60 min talk, plan 40 min, or about
20–30 slides. Focus on a nice introduction.
Rememberhowmuchtheaudiencedoesn’t
know—and how pleasant it is to hear about
known and clear issues. Preparing a clear
talk, with clear slide premises, is an act

Figure 1. You Can Make a Good Talk with Three Principles: Premise Titles, Eye Contact, and
Listening and Repeating Questions
Address the questions in the next version of your talk, creating an upward cycle of improvement.

Molecular Cell 36, October 23, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 165

Outline

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

Preparation 
Choose premise for entire talk  

Title each slide with its own premise

Presentation 
 

Make eye contact with audience

Questions  
Listen and repeat the question 
Answer its content, not its tone



 19Do not talk to the screen!

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

overprepare, write every word on the slides
lest you forget, try to accumulate all
possible information, or freeze and delay
preparing. Perhaps the only good thing
about stage fright is that it can make you
a more compassionate audience member,
sending approving looks to encourage the
speaker.

One of the best ways to overcome
stage fright is to tell yourself an empower-
ing story: instead of coming before a pack
of wolves, you are a shepherd leading the
audience, holding each member’s hand
through a fascinating story. You will care
for them and make sure they are with
you. If you have a friend or two in the
audience, imagine that you are having
a conversation with them, and gradually
include the entire audience.

I promise you that preparing your slides
with clear premise titles, making eye con-
tact, and listening to questions will make
your talk clear and enjoyable (even to you).

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

These ideas were presented to me as gifts by
teachers, students, and peers, or are the fruits of
learning from my own mistakes, and are presented
here again as a gift. I thank Amir Orian and Jona-
than Fox for theatre training (including the improvi-
sation principles of saying yes to offers and good
eye contact); Yuvalal Liron for dramatic action; An-
gela DePace for discussions about stage fright and
being good audience members; Ron Milo and Roy
Kishony for discussions on listening to questions;
and Marshall Ganz of the Harvard Kennedy School
for his course Public Narrative. For the centrality of
premise I warmly recommend ‘‘The Art of Dramatic
Writing’’ by Lajos Egri. See also ‘‘How to Choose
a Scientific Problem’’ in this forum.

Figure 3. Make Eye Contact with the Audience to Make Two-Way Communication
(A) Looking at your own slides prevents open communication with audience.
(B) Making eye contact helps you see the state of audience, enabling you to guide them through the talk
interactively.

Molecular Cell 36, October 23, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 167

Molecular Cell
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speaker



 20Communicate with your audience

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

overprepare, write every word on the slides
lest you forget, try to accumulate all
possible information, or freeze and delay
preparing. Perhaps the only good thing
about stage fright is that it can make you
a more compassionate audience member,
sending approving looks to encourage the
speaker.

One of the best ways to overcome
stage fright is to tell yourself an empower-
ing story: instead of coming before a pack
of wolves, you are a shepherd leading the
audience, holding each member’s hand
through a fascinating story. You will care
for them and make sure they are with
you. If you have a friend or two in the
audience, imagine that you are having
a conversation with them, and gradually
include the entire audience.

I promise you that preparing your slides
with clear premise titles, making eye con-
tact, and listening to questions will make
your talk clear and enjoyable (even to you).

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

These ideas were presented to me as gifts by
teachers, students, and peers, or are the fruits of
learning from my own mistakes, and are presented
here again as a gift. I thank Amir Orian and Jona-
than Fox for theatre training (including the improvi-
sation principles of saying yes to offers and good
eye contact); Yuvalal Liron for dramatic action; An-
gela DePace for discussions about stage fright and
being good audience members; Ron Milo and Roy
Kishony for discussions on listening to questions;
and Marshall Ganz of the Harvard Kennedy School
for his course Public Narrative. For the centrality of
premise I warmly recommend ‘‘The Art of Dramatic
Writing’’ by Lajos Egri. See also ‘‘How to Choose
a Scientific Problem’’ in this forum.

Figure 3. Make Eye Contact with the Audience to Make Two-Way Communication
(A) Looking at your own slides prevents open communication with audience.
(B) Making eye contact helps you see the state of audience, enabling you to guide them through the talk
interactively.
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 21How to overcome stage fright?

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

Most people are nervous when giving talks
Practice your talk out loud many times  

(do not memorize it!)

Tell yourself an empowering story: “Instead of coming before 
a pack of wolves, you are a shepherd leading the audience, 
holding each member’s hand through a fascinating story. 
You will care for them and make sure they are with you.” 

If you have a friend or two in the audience, imagine 
that you are having a conversation with them, and 

then gradually include the entire audience. 

Stage fright is the largest at the beginning  
(memorize the first 5 sentences)



 22Engage your audience

Make eye contact with your audience

Start slowly

Use your hands to communicate

Wake your audience up (with a surprise, demo, video). 
Attention span is decreasing over time. 

Audience gets distracted with their phones, etc.

Share your excitement about research



 23Do not distract audience from the topic

No distracting clothing

No dancing baloney

No rapid movements of 
your laser pointer

Avoid distracting PowerPoint/
Keynote animations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLagODygcbs

https://giphy.com

No nervous gestures

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLagODygcbs
https://giphy.com


 24The secret weapon

Motivate the next slide while 
still on the previous slide.

Motivate the steps taken

A well organized talk flows like a story.

by Ned Wingreen

Motivation
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We depend on talks to communicate our work, and we spend much of our time as audience members in talks.
However, few scientists are taught the well-established principles of giving good talks. Here, I describe how
to prepare, present, and answer questions in a scientific talk. We will see how a talk prepared with a single
premise and delivered with good eye contact is clear and enjoyable.

Anyone can give a good talk. Everyone
can improve their talks. I am writing this
essay with a vision in mind of a science
that teaches researchers about good
lecturing skills (and many other subjects
related to the human aspects of being a
scientist). All scientists should be trained
in the basics of giving talks, to the great
benefit of both their research programs
and the people in their audience. This
essay is based on knowledge from theater
(from Aristotle to modern improvisation
theater) and principles from public speak-
ing theory. The aim of these principles is
not marketing—putting an external gloss
on a product. The goal is letting your inner
glow and insights shine out.

The three principles of a good talk are
as follows (Figure 1):

Preparation: Title each slide with a full
sentence: the premise of the slide.

Presentation: Make eye contact with the
audience, rather than with your own slides.

Questions: Listen to the question,
repeat to see if you got it, and answer its
content but not its tone.

Preparation
Preparing a good talk is an exercise in
finding the main idea that you want to
get across—the premise. This must be
done before you start making the slides.
Describe the premise of the entire talk to
yourself in only a single sentence with
a subject, object, and verb.

For example, a premise can be this: Cells
change their shape by regulating their cyto-
skeleton. The following is not a premise:
Cell shape and the cytoskeleton. Why? It
is not a full sentence. The premise is your
compass for what to include. The talk
should contain only material that is relevant
to the premise. Leave out cool, interesting
stuff if unrelated to premise.

Now that you have the premise of the
entire talk, make it into a continuous story
made of slides. Each slide should have its
own premise. Now, here comes the main
point:
Title Each Slide with Its Own
Premise
In each slide, the title should therefore
be a full sentence that describes the
main idea of that slide, with a subject,
object, and verb (Figure 2). The title of
the slide will help the audience grasp
the idea at a glance. Avoid questions
like, ‘‘What happens to the number of
cells?’’ or fragments like, ‘‘An assay of
cell number.’’ Instead, use a full sentence
like, ‘‘The number of cells increases with
time,’’ which conveys the idea you want
to get across.

It is not easy to find the premise of your
talk and the premise of each slide. This
effort should be considered an integral
part of your research; it can focus you
on what is important and essential—and

help you to see if steps in your argument
are missing.

The premise will also help you keep
your slides simple. Each slide should
contain only what is essential for the
premise. If a slide has two premises—
two important ideas—break it down into
two slides. Experimental data should
usually be used lightly; otherwise, the
premise of the talk becomes, ‘‘I will
impress you with the fact that I did a lot
of work.’’

As you prepare, learn the first two to three
sentences by heart. Chew the text of the
lecture: practice it until you know it in your
mouth. Finish ahead of time—and never
go overtime! Ideally, plan to use two-thirds
of the time that you’ve been given for the
talk. For a 60 min talk, plan 40 min, or about
20–30 slides. Focus on a nice introduction.
Rememberhowmuchtheaudiencedoesn’t
know—and how pleasant it is to hear about
known and clear issues. Preparing a clear
talk, with clear slide premises, is an act

Figure 1. You Can Make a Good Talk with Three Principles: Premise Titles, Eye Contact, and
Listening and Repeating Questions
Address the questions in the next version of your talk, creating an upward cycle of improvement.

Molecular Cell 36, October 23, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 165

Outline

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)
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Choose premise for entire talk  

Title each slide with its own premise

Presentation 
 

Make eye contact with audience

Questions  
Listen and repeat the question 
Answer its content, not its tone



 26Taking questions

Repeat the question in their words, so everyone 
can hear it and you can have time to understand it.

Look person in the eye and listen carefully  
until the end of their question.

Questions period can be very stressful for many speakers.

Check the eyes to see if you got the meaning. 
If not, ask for more content.

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

Note: distinguish the aggressive tone from the 
content of the question!

It’s ok to say, “I don’t know”, “I didn’t think about this before”, 
“Let’s talk about it offline”, or “That is very important criticism”.

Acknowledge good questions.
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We depend on talks to communicate our work, and we spend much of our time as audience members in talks.
However, few scientists are taught the well-established principles of giving good talks. Here, I describe how
to prepare, present, and answer questions in a scientific talk. We will see how a talk prepared with a single
premise and delivered with good eye contact is clear and enjoyable.

Anyone can give a good talk. Everyone
can improve their talks. I am writing this
essay with a vision in mind of a science
that teaches researchers about good
lecturing skills (and many other subjects
related to the human aspects of being a
scientist). All scientists should be trained
in the basics of giving talks, to the great
benefit of both their research programs
and the people in their audience. This
essay is based on knowledge from theater
(from Aristotle to modern improvisation
theater) and principles from public speak-
ing theory. The aim of these principles is
not marketing—putting an external gloss
on a product. The goal is letting your inner
glow and insights shine out.

The three principles of a good talk are
as follows (Figure 1):

Preparation: Title each slide with a full
sentence: the premise of the slide.

Presentation: Make eye contact with the
audience, rather than with your own slides.

Questions: Listen to the question,
repeat to see if you got it, and answer its
content but not its tone.

Preparation
Preparing a good talk is an exercise in
finding the main idea that you want to
get across—the premise. This must be
done before you start making the slides.
Describe the premise of the entire talk to
yourself in only a single sentence with
a subject, object, and verb.

For example, a premise can be this: Cells
change their shape by regulating their cyto-
skeleton. The following is not a premise:
Cell shape and the cytoskeleton. Why? It
is not a full sentence. The premise is your
compass for what to include. The talk
should contain only material that is relevant
to the premise. Leave out cool, interesting
stuff if unrelated to premise.

Now that you have the premise of the
entire talk, make it into a continuous story
made of slides. Each slide should have its
own premise. Now, here comes the main
point:
Title Each Slide with Its Own
Premise
In each slide, the title should therefore
be a full sentence that describes the
main idea of that slide, with a subject,
object, and verb (Figure 2). The title of
the slide will help the audience grasp
the idea at a glance. Avoid questions
like, ‘‘What happens to the number of
cells?’’ or fragments like, ‘‘An assay of
cell number.’’ Instead, use a full sentence
like, ‘‘The number of cells increases with
time,’’ which conveys the idea you want
to get across.

It is not easy to find the premise of your
talk and the premise of each slide. This
effort should be considered an integral
part of your research; it can focus you
on what is important and essential—and

help you to see if steps in your argument
are missing.

The premise will also help you keep
your slides simple. Each slide should
contain only what is essential for the
premise. If a slide has two premises—
two important ideas—break it down into
two slides. Experimental data should
usually be used lightly; otherwise, the
premise of the talk becomes, ‘‘I will
impress you with the fact that I did a lot
of work.’’

As you prepare, learn the first two to three
sentences by heart. Chew the text of the
lecture: practice it until you know it in your
mouth. Finish ahead of time—and never
go overtime! Ideally, plan to use two-thirds
of the time that you’ve been given for the
talk. For a 60 min talk, plan 40 min, or about
20–30 slides. Focus on a nice introduction.
Rememberhowmuchtheaudiencedoesn’t
know—and how pleasant it is to hear about
known and clear issues. Preparing a clear
talk, with clear slide premises, is an act

Figure 1. You Can Make a Good Talk with Three Principles: Premise Titles, Eye Contact, and
Listening and Repeating Questions
Address the questions in the next version of your talk, creating an upward cycle of improvement.
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Summary

U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

Preparation 
Choose premise for entire talk  

Title each slide with its own premise

Presentation 
 

Make eye contact with audience

Questions  
Listen and repeat the question 
Answer its content, not its tone

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFAhBw0OXs
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Uri Alon (Weizmann) 
 

How to give a good talk?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFAhBw0OXs
U. Alon, Molecular Cell 36, 165 (2009)

Susan McConnell (Stanford) 
 

Designing effective scientific presentations
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hp7Id3Yb9XQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5OFAhBw0OXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hp7Id3Yb9XQ

